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Understanding The Gender Gap In
Sports Injuries And Treatment
by Ronni~ 81.ur on July 12. 201, In Ufntylc-, Sports, Wdlnns.

MOST POPULAR

Many men cultivate a lOugh-guy. weekend-warrior image, pushing their bodies to the liml l with an active
lifestyle, and lhen reaching for an lee pack and a couple of Ibuprofen tablets by bedtime. Bul ll turns out women

are no slouch In the weekend-warrior department -or In racking up Injuries to limp home with.
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•A lol of people might be surprised to learn that women are even more likely
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than men 10 suffer many of the most common sports Injuries." says Dr.
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Ronald Shapiro, medical director of Physicians Technology I.LC and co
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Inventor of the w illow curve. a low-level sman laser that treats Joint pain.
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These Injuries can Include ankle sprains, shoulder troubles and knee
problems. "It seems that people are more active than ever In sports and other
activities, so our Joints wear out sooner In life. And. as has been documented.

MOST POPULAR

this can have an even greater Impact on women." says Shapiro.
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why ls that? Members of the medical community who have pondered the
question have come up with a few reasons. Those Include:

• Women have !~her levels 01 estrogen. which can lead lo ligament Injuries. They also generally develop less
muscle mass and more body fal than men
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• They have greater flex:lblllty bemuse their Ligaments are looser In addlllon. their muscles are less powerful
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•11•s great to be active.• Shapiro says. "But anyone who's suffered from tennis elbow or sore knees knows that
It's no fun to finish the day in pain."
Even what people would consider "safe• sports can end up placing

extraordinary stress on Joints. he says. For example, a recent medical
report revealed a golf swing can place as much as 45 times your
weight In force on your front-knee JolnL That's 675 pounds for an
Individual weighing 150 pounds.
•imagine how much more stress the really aggressive sports can place
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on our joints.• Shapiro says. "That stress takes a real toll over time.•

Often Joint Injuries are treated with what health professionals refer to as RICE (rest, Ice, compression.
elevaUon). which can help ease paln and reduce swelUng.
Many people also use over-the-counter pain medication. and If the pain persists they might turn to a doctor for
prescription medication and In some cases surgery. More recently. technology Is emerging as an alternative
option for temporarily rellevlng pain.
Shapiro has been involved in that research and, as a leader In the growing fleld of technaceuticals, co-Invented
with David B. sunon the wlllow curve. which ts one example or how technology designed for the home can work
to temporarily ease chronic pain. Because It's also a smart computer. the device assesses the condition of the
joint and deUvers a targeted digital treatmenL
•01gltal-thoropoutlc tochnology holds groat oppomin!ty to !mprovo tho quality of llfo for wookond warriors,

both women and men, who have put their bodies to the test,• Shapiro says, "and also for anyone with chronic
Joint pain."
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• Their wider pelvls,,s alter theallf'T'-nent of the knee and ankle.
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